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**Discovery Consumer Products**

Discovery Consumer Products builds strong alliances with the world’s most respected manufacturers and retailers to create compelling products and experiences across the portfolio of Discovery Communications’ brands and properties. From series-based fan gear and DVDs distributed through direct-to-consumer platforms, to strategic third-party merchandising partnerships, Discovery Consumer Products brings the brands of the world’s #1 non-fiction media company to consumers around the world.
### KODIAK

**Discovery**

Kodiak chronicles the lives of three families, the Mays, the Hollands and the Cusacks, that converge every fall to run Bob May’s remote hunting and fishing lodge in one of the most dangerous archipelagos in the world. The three legendary families guide hunters into the deep, dark Alaskan rainforest, teeming with the largest land carnivore on Earth: the Kodiak brown bear. They’re challenged with ensuring their clients’ comfort and safety while harvesting food so they don’t starve.

### PREPOSTEROUS PETS

**Animal Planet**

Preposterous Pets is an exciting look into the fascinating lives of individuals who have developed special relationships with exotic pets, ranging from giant crocodiles to domesticated buffalo, deadly scorpions and wild capybaras. Travel the globe to meet the world’s most amazing pets and their owners and discover what led these people to develop an unbreakable bond with some of the fiercest animals on the planet.

### MONSTER CROC: SEARCH FOR A KILLER

**Animal Planet**

Wildlife cameramen Jim and Jason venture into hostile terrain on a high-risk mission to investigate a giant American crocodile nicknamed Croczilla who is preying on local inhabitants in Belize. They encounter a lawless jungle inhabited by poachers who shoot first and answer questions later, taking matters into their own hands and massacring this endangered animal.

### EATEN ALIVE

**Discovery**

One man ventures where no man has gone before – literally into the belly of the beast. Snake expert Paul Rosolie will risk life and limb to show the world what happens when he’s eaten alive by a giant anaconda.
These are the video clips that cause ear-to-ear smiles! In this series, we count down the most tremendous online videos from the cutest pets on the Web – from the mini pig that plays the piano, talking kitties, to dancing dogs! The competition is fierce. Find out who we crown America’s cutest pet.
I ESCAPED JAWS 2

Monter Hammerhead explores the journey of a legendary hammerhead shark that has apparently been patrolling Florida's shores for the past 60 years. Now, a team of scientists and anglers explore the mystery and find out if the legend could be real.

I ESCAPED JAWS 2

Harrowing first-hand tales of victims who stared into the jaws of a shark attack and survived. Using first-person interviews and actual footage of the attacks, we take a look at why the attacks occurred and how the victims narrowly escaped with their lives.

ALIEN SHARKS: RETURN TO THE ABYSS

Shark researcher Paul Clerkin heads to the Indian Ocean to investigate the ocean's darkest depths in search of shark species that scientists never even knew existed, and get a glimpse of the last-known group of bioluminescent sharks in the world.

ALIEN SHARKS: RETURN TO THE ABYSS

Dr. Michael Domeier has spent years scouring the Pacific Ocean hoping to solve one of the greatest mysteries of shark science – the location of great white pupping grounds. He has set the process in motion by successfully tagging a pregnant female shark in 2013. Now he's returning to the sea to follow her journey and be the first to capture the birth of a baby great white shark.

ZOMBIE SHARKS

Zombie Sharks explores tonic immobility, a catatonic zombie-like state that can be achieved in sharks. This phenomenon has been studied by scientists for years, but a recent spike in orca whale attacks on great white sharks suggests that orcas have now learned how to immobilize and prey on great whites. Professional diver Eli Martinez looks to prove this theory and induce the state on a massive great white shark.

MONSTER HAMMERHEAD

Monster Hammerhead explores the journey of a legendary hammerhead shark that has apparently been patrolling Florida's shores for the past 60 years. Now, a team of scientists and anglers explore the mystery and find out if the legend could be real.

SHARK OF DARKNESS: WRATH OF SUBMARINE

Shark of Darkness explores the legend of Submarine, an enormous great white shark off the coast of South Africa. This 30-foot shark is said to be the largest great white shark of all time. Locals believe that this shark is responsible for countless fatal attacks, but its existence has never been proven.

AIR JAWS: FIN OF FURY

This is veteran natural history filmmaker Jeff Kurr’s two-year search for Colossus, the massive, aggressive great white with a deformed dorsal fin he captured breaching in South Africa in 2011. Kurr is back with incredible new cameras and high-tech underwater gadgetry to track down the elusive deadly predator.
SHARKAGEDDON

Sharkageddon is an investigative look into why Hawaii, once thought of as an idyllic vacation destination, is now becoming a deadly hot spot after a recent spike in shark attacks.

LAIR OF THE MEGA SHARK

Follow famed shark experts Jeff Kerr and Andy Cassagrande as they head to New Zealand in a life-or-death mission to investigate sightings of a 20-foot great white that resembles the legendary giant great white shark Maoris, called the “Lord of the Sharks.” Jeff and Andy will risk everything to track down this mega shark believed to be lurking in the shadows of the New Zealand coastline.

JAWS STRIKES BACK

Marine biologist Greg Skomal travels to the remote Pacific island of Guadalupe, home to some of the largest great white sharks on earth, to film an epic clash of the titans. Their mission – to film Jaws hunt two-ton mega seals.
DEAD OF NIGHT
SERIES 1–2

There’s just something about the dark that awakens our primal fears. When the sun goes down, predators lurk in the shadows waiting to make a night on the town turn deadly for unsuspecting fun-seekers. Dead of Night provides a vivid glimpse into a seductive nighttime world in which darkness becomes the enemy of life itself.

RUSSIAN YETI

In 1959, nine Russian students went deep into the Ural Mountains for a skiing holiday. A few weeks later their mutilated, semi-naked bodies were found. Various theories have abounded but the mystery has never been solved, from those who believe the group were killed by local Mansi tribesmen to others who are convinced the group stumbled upon a secret Soviet weapons programme. But with no new evidence, speculation surrounding the story continues.

DEADLY DILEMMAS

Which do you think is more deadly: an attack from a slow loris or a squirrel monkey? Are you more likely to survive being overweight or underweight? Through amazing footage, experiments and real-life case studies, the series goes beyond standard lab science to uncover unique, and sometimes strange, ways to stay alive in life-threatening situations. Explore the scientific rationale behind the correct choice in each deadly dilemma.

I ALMOST GOT AWAY WITH IT
SERIES 1–7

For these perpetrators, their stories may be different, but their motives are always the same – to escape. Evading justice for years, sometimes decades, these offenders do their best to stay out of prison by using their families, fake identification and even violence to avoid capture. Each episode features an interview from prison with these slick culprits, who spill where they found shelter, how they changed their identities and how they almost got away with it.
DEADLINE: CRIME WITH TAMRON HALL

Deadline: Crime with Tamron Hall is a news magazine show that takes you behind the lurid headlines for the real story behind some of the most shocking crimes in America. With murder, blackmail and betrayal from the crime scene to the courtroom, this series shows there is a dark, dark world out there just waiting to be explored.

EVIL KIN

Evil Kin asks whether psychopathic behaviour is preprogrammed. From siblings who conspire to kill their parents, to three brothers who grow up independently to become a serial killer, a rapist and a mercenary, the series follows true-crime mysteries and bone-chilling cases that prove blood is always thicker than water.

SWAMP MURDERS

Swamps, bogs, marshes, bayous and riverbeds can be murky, dark, crazy places, but when a body pops up, things get downright mysterious. Through stylish storytelling, Swamp Murders brings the viewer into another subculture that’s captivating America.

SOUTHERN FRIED HOMICIDE

Across the Deep South, heat, humidity and darn good hiding places provide a perfect backdrop for dark, despicable deeds. Southern Fried Homicide transports viewers into the steamy subculture whose lifestyles and charming drawls are captivating viewers and covering up heinous crimes. The series probes the juiciest stories from down in the Bible Belt, from the Carolinas to Louisiana and Tennessee.
DEADLY DEVOTION
SERIES 1–2
17 X 60
From renegade Amish sects to bloody Chinatown gangs to notorious gypsy clans, these gripping tales of murder transport us into fascinating hidden worlds lurking right beneath our noses.

CRY WOLFE
12 X 30
Cry Wolfe introduces private investigator Brian Wolfe, a no-nonsense guy with a talent for detecting shifty people and fact from fiction. Inspired by true accounts from his actual case files, each episode features Wolfe and his investigative assistant, Janine McCarthy, as they expose cheating spouses, dishonest employees, con artists and scammers to deliver answers to their clients.
DATES FROM HELL
SERIES 1–3
28 X 30
It’s one thing to have your average bad date but it’s quite another to have the date from hell! When a date that was supposed to be fun, flirtatious and enjoyable turns into a total nightmare, it can impact your life permanently – even fatally. Dates from Hell profiles men and women whose dinner and movie dates quickly transformed into scenes from a horror film.

DEADLY AFFAIRS
SERIES 1–3
36 X 60
From love triangles that implode to office romances exposed, stories of passionate love affairs turned crimes of passion aren’t just happening on daytime television. Hosted by soap opera legend Susan Lucci, Deadly Affairs proves that they happen in real life and, sometimes, are even stranger than fiction.

SCORNED: LOVE KILLS
SERIES 1–4
60 X 60
Scorned: Love Kills will explore sordid stories of betrayal, deception and sexual intrigue that compromise a particularly salacious subset of murders: crimes of passion. This hour-long series will give viewers a voyeuristic peek into the lust and animalistic obsession that have fuelled some of the more brutal acts of violence to grab front-page headlines across the globe.
ICE COLD GOLD
SERIES 1–2

Under the glacial ice sheets of Greenland, the world’s largest island, sits more mineral wealth than in all of Saudi Arabia – 16.2 billion barrels of oil, 138 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and an immeasurable amount of gold, silver, platinum, sapphires, rubies and other precious minerals. Follow mercenary American speculators as they fight against the freezing elements, international miners and four short summer months to claim their stake at the top of the world.

DUAL SURVIVAL
SERIES 1–4

Joseph Teti and Cody Lundin – two men with drastically different backgrounds and survival strategies – must join forces to take on some of the planet’s most unforgiving terrain in order to stay alive. Every season, the challenges are bigger, the environments are more extreme and the differences between the two men couldn’t be greater. They must survive the endless mangroves of Sri Lanka, the blazing Arabian desert in Oman, the snow-capped Norwegian mountains and more. Equipped only with the minimal gear that would be carried in the real-life situations, Lundin and Teti must draw upon their arsenal of skills as well as their surroundings to demonstrate what it takes to stay alive.
GAME OF STONES

Billions of dollars in precious stones are unearthed each year, but the rarest never make it to the open market. Don Kogen, America’s most extreme gem hunter, is a legend in the business, specialising in finding jewels from the most dangerous and lawless places. Each episode features Kogen and his team in various countries, racing against fierce competitors to be the first to find the rarest stones.

MYSTERY OF THE LOST ISLANDS

Renowned zoologist, animal trainer and television presenter Dave Salmoni is no stranger to adventure. Having trekked the globe to study creatures and their ecosystems, Dave has walked the delicate line between the wild and human world to explore their survival. From the great hammerhead shark to the magnificent grizzly bear, this series sees Dave’s skills tested to the limits as he lives alongside some of Mother Nature’s fiercest predators.

ALASKA MONSTERS

Deep within the harsh and unforgiving reaches of North America sits Alaska’s biggest cryptid mystery: the Alaska Triangle. One team of Alaskan outdoorsmen with unique cryptid tracking skills investigates deep within these remote areas and way off the beaten path.

MANHUNT

Taking audiences on the ultimate chase in a real-life game of cat and mouse, former Navy Seal Joel Lambert is pitted against the world’s most elite military and law enforcement tracking teams. With only what he can carry on his back, Joel will play an extreme version of hide and seek in unknown treacherous terrain with only a basic survival kit, and attempt to evade capture for 48 hours or less.

MOUNTAIN MONSTERS

For generations, the Appalachian Mountains have had more sightings of mysterious creatures than anywhere else in the United States. Now a team of hardcore expert hunters and trappers are out to identify these unexplained creatures, including the blood-sucking “Devil Dog,” the “Sheepsquatch,” a flying “Mothman” and the “Headless Horror,” a bipedal predator, to catch them and make Appalachia safe once again.
NAKED AND AFRAID  
31 X 60

What happens when you put a man and a woman in one of the most remote areas of the world? Taking “survival of the fittest” to the next level, Naked and Afraid, pairs total strangers and exposes them to extreme weather environments with no food, water... or clothes. They must survive for a full 21 days with nothing but a personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.

RAILROAD ALASKA  
SERIES 1–2  
16 X 60

Railroad Alaska follows an elite crew of workers – brakemen, engineers, construction crews, mechanics and train drivers – as they battle ferocious weather and treacherous terrain to keep the State of Alaska’s critical 500-mile-long railroad rolling through the extreme winter.

BEAR GRYLLS: EXTREME SURVIVAL CAUGHT ON CAMERA  
8 X 30

From the Amazon jungle to the polar ice caps, Bear Grylls has pretty much seen and survived it all - which is why, when he is blown away by a clip of human survival, you know it is going to be special. From parachutes that don’t open to bungee cords that snap, survivors share their stories and experts like Dave Salmoni, Gary Humphrey and Edd China provide survival tips and “how to” advice. Who will be the ultimate survivor?
For four generations, the Kilcher family has lived off the land – and off the grid – at their 600-acre homestead in Homer, Alaska. After one of the harshest Alaskan winters on record, the Kilchers find their supplies running dangerously low. As precious spring and summer days return to the village, it’s a race against the clock for the family to gather enough food, fuel and resources to survive another winter.

Also available: 3 x 60 specials where Otto Kilcher and his family share innovations they’ve devised to aid in living off the land and 2 x 120 Mother’s Day and Father’s Day specials. Learn more about Otto Kilcher and see the innovations this creative family has devised to aid in living off the land, as they share new stories about the homesteader legacy they’ve handed down for four generations.

Watch highlights and unseen footage capturing Ed Stafford’s mission to survive alone on a deserted island. Can he last 60 days on an uninhabited Fijian island with absolutely nothing? He must master the island to find food and water, build shelter and progress from mere survival to the point where he could stay forever.

Just 60 miles from the Arctic Circle lies a town on the edge of civilisation: Tanana, Alaska. This frozen village of 200 people is part of an unknown America where men hunt and trap to survive like cavemen. With odds stacked against them during the harsh winters and challenging seasons, prey gets scarce and predators get desperate for food, setting their sights on the hunters themselves.
Motorhead Mike Brewer joins forces with his mechanic mate Edd China to show you how to buy a classic car at the right price, fix it up on a budget and make a tidy profit. Mike starts with a handy £5,000 and then goes on the hunt for a decent motor for the price. Once Mike's found the right car, he uses all his canny experience to negotiate the best price, then it's back to the Wheeler Dealers workshop where Edd restores the auto to its former glory in hopes of a profitable sale.

Three adrenaline-seeking repo men, push themselves, and the law, to the edge to capture multi-million-dollar luxury jets. Follow Nick Popovich and his team as they track down and repossess a Gulfstream G200, a Learjet 31A, a Hawker 600 and a Beechcraft Premier.
AMISH MAFIA

Untrusting of outside law enforcement, some Amish in Lancaster County, PA, have for many years regularly turned to a small organized group of men for protection and justice. *Amish Mafia* provides the first look at the men who protect and maintain peace and order within the Amish community in Lancaster. This is a side of Amish society that exists under the radar, and the Amish church denies the group’s existence.

SONS OF GUNS

Will Hayden, gunsmith and owner of creative gun works Red Jacket Firearms, is back, and the guns are bigger and badder than ever. This season, the team tackle a WWII 75mm Scorpion Tank and are commissioned to attach a Mac 11 machine pistol to a Saiga-12 shotgun and the world’s largest civilian owned gun, the 155mm Russian D20.

FAST N’ LOUD

In each episode of *Fast n’ Loud*, motor mastermind Richard Rawlings and mechanical prodigy Aaron Kaufmann search the far-flung corners of Texas and surrounding states for forgotten and derelict classic cars to buy and restore at their Gas Monkey Garage in Dallas, Texas. Ultimately, Richard and Aaron work days and nights to finish their cars to take them to auction. But will their blood, sweat and beers translate into cold hard cash?
TYRANNOSAURUS SEX

This groundbreaking special explores the mysteries, wonders and new scientific evidence surrounding the ritual courtship and mating habits of dinosaurs. What did the mating song of a 40-foot T-Rex sound like? Why did the 35-ton long-neck Titanosaurs mate underwater? Computer-generated images bring new life to one of the last mysteries of these great beasts.

DINOSAURS: RETURN TO LIFE?

A recent discovery of soft tissue in dinosaur bones is reviving the possibility of recovering dinosaur DNA from their only living descendants: birds. In this special, Professor Jack Horner, paleontology adviser to the Jurassic Park feature film series, makes the case that it will be possible to create a living dinosaur by retro-engineering a dinosaurs genetic DNA, from a bird.

DINOSAUR PLANET

Dinosaur Planet recreates the sights and sounds of the primordial past to reveal what it was like to be a dinosaur. Narrated by Christian Slater, this animated series brings the prehistoric past forward by focusing on the dinosaur’s point of view. Utah Museum of Natural History Curator and Discovery Quest Paleontologist Scott Sampson will play dino detective to explore the evidence and alternative scenarios.

CLASH OF THE DINOSAURS

Dinosaurs were the ultimate prehistoric survival machines, ruling the Earth for 120 million years. Hidden inside their bodies are anatomical secrets to surviving prehistoric planet Earth. Combining cinematic photo-real 3D graphics and leading-edge anatomy and paleontology, we peel back their skin, their muscles, and their brains to reveal the unique inner workings of the greatest beasts that ever lived.

VALLEY OF THE T-REX

Palaeontologist Jack Horner is unearthing a mystery. He’s found five T-Rex dinosaurs in a single summer and is hot on the trail of more. He’s exposing clues in the arid badlands of Montana, opening the fossil record to determine what it reveals about the fearsome legend, Tyrannosaurus Rex. Brilliant computer animation visualizes how these creatures lived and died, revealing a new and very different picture of T-Rex.

WHEN DINOSAURS RULED

This series takes viewers on a global journey to five “lost worlds,” each home to a unique cast of dinosaur characters, many only just discovered. Each episode tells the definitive story of the dinosaurs and their lost world.
WHEN DINOSAURS ROAMED AMERICA

From modern-day cityscapes and fossil beds in North America, to what the land looked like many millions of years ago, track through 150 million years of evolution and see how dinosaurs lived and died right in America’s own backyard. Unique panoramic scenes of the continent’s prehistoric past, state-of-the-art computer animation and live-action backgrounds will make you feel as if you’re actually running, flying and hunting with the dinosaurs.

PREHISTORIC

Prehistoric takes you on a backwards timeline to see what stood, lived, fought and died in your backyard hundreds, thousands, even millions of years ago. Spinning back in time, we reveal a lush green land prowled by woolly mammoths and saber-toothed tigers to the age of dinosaurs, where we witness pterodactyls circling the skies over an ancient ocean filled with sharp-toothed marine dinosaurs in search of their prehistoric prey.
ON JUNE 17, 1985, JOHN HENDRICKS LAUNCHED THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL and with it, the beginning of a journey dedicated to satisfying curiosity on a truly global scale. Today, our legacy of incredible, dramatic and mind-blowing programming not only spans the ages, but has stood the test of time.

WHEN WE LEFT EARTH: APOLLO ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

On July 20th, 1969, Apollo 11 achieved the impossible: landing men on the moon and returning them to Earth. When We Left Earth: Apollo Anniversary Special is the story of our greatest adventure told by those who were there. Featuring re-mastered film and first-person accounts from Neil and Buzz.

HOW WE INVENTED THE WORLD

This series examines the four inventions that define the modern world – mobile phones, cars, planes and skyscrapers – celebrating the people and connections that made them possible, each playing a crucial role in where we are now in the 21st century – the ability to travel the globe, talk to one another at any time at the push of a button, to live in huge cities, to commute and to capture the world we live in. This four-part series lifts the lid on how these iconic inventions came to be.
**GOLD RUSH**
**SERIES 1–4**

Todd Hoffman and his crew head to South America, putting all their lives on the line, braving malaria, poisonous snakes and quicksand to set up a mining operation in a patch of hostile jungle deep in Guyana. Meanwhile, Parker Schnabel makes the biggest decision of his life – at just 18, putting his $160,000 college fund on the line for a shot at the big time with the big boys in the Klondike. After an epic three-year search, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, the Dakota Boys finally uncover the mystery pile of nuggets at the bottom of the Glory Hole.

**FAST N’ LOUD**
**SERIES 1–2**

In each episode of Fast N’ Loud, motor mastermind Richard Rawlings and mechanical prodigy Aaron Kaufmann search the far-flung corners of Texas and surrounding states for forgotten and derelict classic cars to buy and restore at their Gas Monkey Garage in Dallas, Texas. Ultimately, Richard and Aaron work days and nights to finish their cars to make auction. But will their blood, sweat and beers translate into cold hard cash?

**SHARK WEEK’S 25 BEST BITES**

Shark Week celebrates its 25th anniversary with a jaw-dropping look back at the greatest breaches, brushes and bites with the ocean’s apex predator. YouTube celebrity, Philip DeFranco, takes viewers on a fast-paced ride through all of Shark Week’s greatest hits.

**DEADLIEST CATCH**
**SERIES 10**

The multiple Emmy® Award-winning series returns for a landmark 10th season. There are big changes on the horizon for the F/V Northwestern, with Sig Hansen’s 18-year-old daughter Mandy joining the ranks as deckhand in a profession dominated by men – and she has a lot to prove. While the wary veteran skippers cement their legacies on the Bering Sea, the young guns begin to create their own this season.
GOLD RUSH
SERIES 1–4

Todd Hoffman and his crew head to South America, putting all their lives on the line, braving malaria, poisonous snakes and quicksand to set up a mining operation in a patch of hostile jungle deep in Guyana. Meanwhile, Parker Schnabel makes the biggest decision of his life – at just 18, putting his $160,000 college fund on the line for a shot at the big time with the big boys in the Klondike. After an epic three-year search, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, the Dakota Boys finally uncover the mystery pile of nuggets at the bottom of the Glory Hole.

Includes South America 6x60

GOLD RUSH SPECIALS

Get up close and personal and behind the scenes of all four series of Gold Rush. From the freezing Alaskan Klondike to the sweltering mosquito-infested jungle, the producers of Gold Rush and the miners pull back the curtain in intimate interviews, revealing heart-breaking desperation and never-before-scene footage.

THE DEVILS RIDE
SERIES 1–2

Go inside the world of motorcycle clubs with the members of San Diego’s Laffing Devils, one of the fastest-growing motorcycle clubs in the city. The Devils Ride sports a diverse crew but one bonded by a commitment to each other and the club. Having recently splintered off into two separate clubs, they are now going head to head with new rival club Sinister Mob Syndicate (Sin Mob for short) for honour, respect, colors...and maybe a little bit of revenge.

BERING SEA GOLD
SERIES 1–4

The mining teams are back to seek their riches by dredging up the wet and frozen gold that lies far beneath the Bering Sea floor. In the most recent series, we see renewed tension between the skippers and their crews. Teams work into the summer months in their relentless pursuit of getting the gold before anyone else does.
WHEELER DEALERS: TRADING UP
SERIES 1–2

Mike Brewer is the ultimate motoring wheeler dealer and now he is travelling all over the world, from Kolkata to Mexico to the Middle East, setting out to prove his credentials. With just $3,000, Mike’s mission is to trade his way across the globe from a cheap runabout to a super car. For more than 85,000 miles, he explores the crazy things different nations get up to on their wheels.

JUNGLE GOLD

Determined gold miners from around the world seek their fortunes in the dangerous and gold-rich jungles of Ghana. Rookie American gold miners George Wright and Scott Lomu beg and borrow anything they can to succeed after losing it all in the 2008 U.S. real estate crash. After securing $150,000 from an investor, the pressure is on to find gold to pay back their debts.

DEADLIEST CATCH: LEGEND OF THE NORTHWESTERN

The 2012 King Crab season saw Captain Sig Hansen square off with younger brother Edgar, who was trying to take over the captain’s chair. The fight was fuelled by bad blood that had been brewing for decades. Will all that drama tear these brothers apart? Follow the Hansen family during the summer off-season as they try to juggle the Northwestern’s tendering operation and their own family obligations.

JUNGLE GOLD: BEHIND THE SCENES & WILD RIDE

Behind-the-scenes specials reveal unseen footage of the Jungle Gold film crew’s battle with floods, machete attacks and dangerous conditions in Ghana. The production crew talk about the untold story behind the making of Jungle Gold including hostile confrontations, underground explosions, accidents in the jungle and torrential storms.
Imagine a show that will continually make even the most dedicated history buff leap from his sofa and shout, “Wow, I didn’t know that!” On a mission to set the record straight, America: Facts Vs. Fiction fills in history’s blanks, debunks myths and explores why the history in question became flawed or incomplete.

The Riddle of the Crucifixion investigates the medical science behind the crucifixion, using cutting-edge technology, leading physicians, forensic pathologists, neuroscientists, archaeologists and historians to shed new light on one of history’s most influential events. What did happen to Jesus in the last 24 hours of his life? We follow the timeline of events, combining history and science with an explosive new theory on the final hours of the messiah.

This special presents gripping personal stories through newly discovered film and photographs from combat cameramen who filmed some of the most significant military engagements in Vietnam.
CODES AND CONSPIRACIES

Codes and Conspiracies invites viewers themselves to become investigators into the secret history of the world, an immersive experience that covers everything from secret societies to groundbreaking inventions to the most iconic objects, places and people. Exploring the unknown, hidden stories, we go behind the scenes to show things the average tourist never gets to see, and dig deep to reveal surprising facts that have been obscured by history.

GOLD FEVER

Gold Fever goes back in time to follow the story of the California Gold Rush. See how after the chance discovery of gold, America was transformed from a fledgling nation into one of enormous wealth. Pieced together from journals and archives, this is the gripping true story of Boston Company, a group of men racing to the California gold fields to claim their fortune, but not everyone will return.

CASINO SECRETS

The business of betting is meticulously engineered and rarely is anything left to chance. Through insider information and exclusive access, we’ll go on a journey inside the expansive business of gaming and explore every facet of the industry from Las Vegas casinos to thoroughbred racetracks, Super Bowl spreads to the World Series of Poker, Mega Million jackpots to penny slots.
RETURN TO AMISH

Return to Amish follows the members of the original Breaking Amish cast as they navigate life back in Punxsutawney after attempting to adjust to life in Florida. Will Rebecca, Kate, Sabrina and Jeremiah’s families welcome them with open arms? Or will they be shunned for life?

BREAKING AMISH: LA

Breaking Amish: LA follows a group of Amish and Mennonite young adults as they trade in their Old World traditions for the modern temptations of Los Angeles. Iva, Matt, Lizzie, Betsy and Devon risk losing everything and everyone they know in pursuit of their dreams. Armed with the passion to pursue their aspirations, each must find the courage to leave their sheltered lives and head West for adventure. The experience ultimately transforms their lives and leaves them contemplating whether to embrace this new world or long for the life they left behind.

CAKE BOSS

Buddy Valastro is one of the most renowned and loved cake artists in the United States. Master Baker of Carlo’s City Hall Bake Shop in Hoboken, New Jersey, Buddy is the Cake Boss! Watch Buddy and his team, which includes his mother, four older sisters and three brothers-in-law, mix immeasurable amounts of high drama and unconditional love, all while Buddy’s over-arching desire to achieve his late father’s dream of making Carlo’s Bake Shop a household name is chronicled.

TANKED

Tanked dunks viewers into the high-decibel, family-owned business of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing, where they build larger-than-life and one-of-a-kind fish tanks. Follow the antics of two brothers-in-law, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, who are business partners, best friends and rivals, as they run the largest aquarium manufacturing company in the nation, out of their 13,000-square-foot Las Vegas facility.
BREAKING AMISH

After leaving their sheltered Amish and Mennonite lives to experience New York City together for the first time, Abe, Rebecca, Kate, Sabrina and Jeremiah find that life after leaving their communities is far more difficult than they’d ever expected. They reunite hoping to make a fresh start in Sarasota, Florida (home to a large ex-Amish and Amish community), but along the way find more culture shock, challenges and unexpected discoveries.

BREAKING AMISH: BRAVE NEW WORLD

Breaking Amish offers an unprecedented look into a rarely seen world, following four Amish and one Mennonite as they forgo horses and buggies, pack up their bags and leave home for New York City’s taxis and subways. With a desire to pursue their dreams and live life outside of their communities, they experience many “firsts” as they transition to city culture such as flying in a plane for the first time to using cell phones and electricity. The stakes are incredibly high as each of them confront rejection and criticism from their communities and decide if they should stay or return home.
THE CHARLOTTE CROSBY EXPERIENCE
5 X 60
Join Geordie reality star Charlotte Crosby, as she swaps the nightclubs of Newcastle to live with four of the world’s most extraordinary communities. From Geishas to Inuits, Charlotte travels to Japan, India, Canada and the Arctic Circle to experience and embrace unfamiliar cultures, costume and ways of living – but can the girl who said she “can get along with every one, anywhere, anytime” live up to these traditional societies’ strict rules and customs?

GYPSY SISTERS
SERIES 1–2
23 X 60
Visit the thriving Gypsy community in West Virginia to experience life in the Stanley family. Take a closer look at the four women who lead this outrageous family with their own set of rules, and where everything is taken to the extreme, including their fights and their love for each other.

MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING
SERIES 1–3
25 X 60
From the most extravagant wedding gowns to explosive celebrations and the madness that follows, Season 3 of My Big Fat American Gypsy Wedding delves deeper into the lives of America’s most elusive communities – the world of Romanichel and Roma Gypsies.

TREEHOUSE MASTERS
SERIES 1–2
26 X 60
Pete Nelson and his merry band of treehouse men create the most magnificent, whimsical, staggering, spectacular and jaw-dropping treehouses in forests and backyards all across America. Viewers get to see how this visionary tree whisperer designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and awaken their inner child.
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO
SERIES 1–2

Alana Thompson, aka Honey Boo Boo, has taken the pop culture world by storm. After just one appearance on Toddlers & Tiaras, the eight year old has become a viral video phenomenon, turned “go-go juice” into a trending topic on Twitter and caught the world’s attention with her sassy demeanour. Spend some quality family time with Alana, her parents, Mama June and Sugar Bear, and three older sisters as they kick off the summer in rural McIntyre, GA. With the kids out of school, the family is forced to spend every moment together...for better or for worse.

HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO SPECIALS

Spend Halloween, Thanksgiving and Christmas with Honey Boo Boo! Can Mama June keep the Thanksgiving dinner within budget? Will Uncle Poodle get his head out of that pumpkin? Will the charity drive raise enough funds or will re-gifting represent the Christmas spirit this year?
Now in its fifth series, Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman returns to ask the questions only science can ponder: Is poverty genetic? When did time begin? Is luck real? Academy Award®-winning actor, Hollywood legend and space enthusiast, Morgan Freeman hosts and helps us understand the universe and our place in it.

See as never before the inner workings of our world, and explore megaflares, asteroids, megastorms and all the titanic forces that make us who we are. With a dynamic cast of experts and a new generation of CGI, How the Universe Works looks under the celestial hood to reveal the inner workings of outer space: the story of how it’s made and how it runs.
HOW IT’S MADE:
DREAM CARS

Picture your dream car: a Rolls Royce, Maserati or maybe the Audi R8. Have you ever wondered just how that incredible machine was made? Join us as we go around the world to the birthplaces of your favourite cars. Each episode visits the factory and test lab, showing the step-by-step process of the design and build process.

BUILDING THE WORLD CUP

Building the World Cup goes behind the scenes of one of Brazil’s biggest engineering projects: the creation of three state-of-the-art football stadiums capable of hosting international soccer at the highest level.

MONSTERS INSIDE ME
SERIES 1–5

What happens when humans fall prey to parasites? Explore the shocking and sometimes deadly details of parasitic infection. Every episode is a life-or-death battle between modern medicine and evolution for the patients.

ALIEN ENCOUNTERS
SERIES 1–3

Via a hypothetical scenario depicting Earth’s first contact with alien intelligence, Alien Encounters continues to raise questions about the impact of alien contact with humans. Interspersed with the dramatisations, the series employs world-leading astronomers, futurists and scientists to provide expertise and lend context to the potential cultural, biological and technological impact of extra-terrestrial contact.
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